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New Principle in Motor Car Ignition
An Arc

Which

Three-Coil Trans
the
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Flame System In
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discovered

a new

principle in transformer action which he
believes to be of much value for ignition
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It can be used with nearly any
source of alternating current.
Mr. Var
ley employs a specially wound transform
er, which, connected in circuit with the

armature of a low-tension magneto, pro
ignition system that
vides a high-tension
is in many respects different from all
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without the necessity
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ture.

The new transformer has a closed iron
circuit, and, in addition to the usual low
windings, a third wind
and high-tension
ing, known as a choke coil, is used and
is wound preferably under the high-ten
sion winding.
This choke coil occupies
very little space and usually consists of
one layer of turns under the secondary,
or half of the turns may be placed on
either side of the secondary.
The chief advantage resulting from the
use of this choke coil winding is that no

a

is required across the breaker
of course, that the
contacts — provided,
three windings are properly proportioned.
The secondary discharge from the new
condenser

transformer is said to be of long duration

on

Standard

Vibrator.

Low Tension Magneto

with

containing the new transformer, for use
on an alternating current flywheel mag
The size of the transformer is re
duced by about half as compared with the
usual coil, primarily In consequence
of
the elimination of the condenser and the
reduced bulk of the secondary winding.
In Fig. 1 the choke coil is shown in
neto.

circuit with an interrupter opened and
closed by a cam.
When the circuit is
closed while the alternating current flows
through the primary coil, an induced cur
rent flows in it which creates a countermagnetizing force and greatly reduces the
magnetic
flux through
that leg of the
magnet core on which the choke coil and
secondary coil are wound, the greater por
tion of the magnetic flux created by the
primary winding returning through leak-

and to have all the characteristics of the
spark delivered by a high-tension
mag
neto with both primary and secondary

windings on the armature and with a con
denser.
A large
have
where

of these transformers
made for ignition purposes,
the potential at the secondary ter
number

been

minals has been shown to be more than
eight times as great as could be obtained
from the regular transformer without the
choke coil.
With this three-coil trans
former the primary winding is connected
to any source of alternating current and
the mechanical
circuit breaker is of the
usual type and placed in the choke coil
circuit.
In Fig. 1 the generator arma
ture is shown as of the H-type and con
tains only one winding, the generator
being positively driven by the engine in
Fig. 2 shows the de
the usual manner.
type of magnetic
vice with a standard
vibrator. Fig. 3 shows a vibrator unit

FIG. 3 Varley Three-Coil Transformer
Unit for Use in Connection with Flywheel
Magneto.

F1G. 2— Varley

Three-Coil

Transformer on Low-Tension
Vibrator.
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Rota
tion of the cam causes a sudden opening
of the choke coil circuit, and as the cam
is in synchronous
relation to the genera
tor, the circuit may be opened when the
current wave is at its maximum.
At the
instant of separation of the contacts a
high voltage is induced in the secondary
coil, and if the coil terminals are suffi
ciently close together a flaming discharge
is produced and continues for the balance
of the current wave in the secondary,
unless arrested by another short circuit
ing of the choke coil. The high voltage
at the secondary terminals is due to the
inrush of flux into the core leg surround
ed by the secondary winding.
When the arc is established, current
flows in the secondary circuit and the amage paths

past the secondary

coil.
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pere turns of the secondary coil produce
an effect similar to that of the choke coil,
i. e., they restrain the inflow of flux and
prevent an abrupt or instantaneous
ex
haustive discharge of energy at high volt
age.
The secondary winding also acts
somewhat in the manner of a condenser,
the spark at the breaker
With all three windings prop
erly proportioned and with a very small
potential across the contacts
(obtained
by making the choke coil with few turns
of heavy wire) there is little or no tend
ency to sparking at the contacts
upon
opening of the choke coil circuit.
By making the turns of the choke coil
winding the same as the primary and con
necting the choke coil in parallel with the
primary, the circuit breaker can be placed
in either circuit.
With these arrange
by suppressing

contacts.

may be used across
ments a condenser
The secondary may
the breaker contacts.
be divided, with half of the turns over
the primary winding and the other half
over the choke coil winding, both sec
ondaries being connected in series, or the
secondary
may also be placed directly
the iron core midway between the
primary and choke coil windings. Pref
erence, however, is given to the scheme
where the choke coil winding is such as
over

to obviate

the need of a condenser.

transformer principle can
by connecting to the
best be demonstrated
house circuit, where alternating current
A transformer wound to
is available.
This

new
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step up the voltage to, say 3000 at the
secondary with the choke coil open, will,
when the choke coil is connected to a

FIG. 4

Varley Three-Coil Transformer on Lighting Generator.

vibrator, as shown in Fig. 2, show a start
ling increase in voltage at the secondary,
something like 24,000, the vibrator vibrat
ing in synchronism with the primary cur

When, in the course of the experimental
work, coils with closed iron circuit were
used, the potential at the secondary ter
minals was far too low, and if the turns

rent.

were increased the voltage was raised at
the expense of the amperage.
But by the
introduction of the third winding start

of this transformer prin
ciple was brought about by an endeavor
to design a coil to work with an external

The discovery

of alternating current, the second
ary discharge to have all of the charac
teristics of the spark from a high-tension
magneto with revolving primary and sec
ondary windings, the energizing current
to be alternating to prevent pitting of the
breaker
contacts.
No success was ob
experiments
tained after continued
with
coils of the Ruhmkorf type; and, further
source

ling results

were obtained.
The voltage
in the secondary was multiplied and the
arc maintained by the continued current

in the primary.
The new transformer can be used on
cars fitted with direct connected, continu
ous current, two-pole dynamos for light
ing purposes, as in Fig. 4, as it is a sim

with a Ruhmkorf coll when the primary
current had to be interrupted by means
or magnetic
circuit
of a mechanical

ple matter to fasten
slip-rings to the
armature of the lighting machine and
alternating current,
take off a suitable
thereby eliminating the use of a magneto,
provided the lighting machine is of a size
sufficiently
large
to permit of being

breaker.

driven

more,

a condenser

was

always

required

at magneto

speed.

What the Motor Car Does for Other Industries
By G. Brewer Griffin.
is well known, most of the auto
manufacturing companies
mobile
have a production season of about

Disregarding for the moment the oper
ating expense and upkeep which the in
dividual assumes, let us consider how

to ten months
on each series of
cars, and through the past several months
of general business depression their busi

classes of business the au
tomobile industry, of such an enormous
helps
to
volume
as above mentioned,
maintain — ignoring altogether the truck
production of the country, which comes
as the purchase
outside the consideration,

AS
eight

ness has kept nearly normal — and at this
as the supply is
writina is abnormal,

hardly keeping pace with the demand.
The following figures might be of in
terest :

many different

and use of commercial

vehicles

needs no

brief of defense.
It means that there has been consumed
on new cars alone for 1915, conservatively
261,860 estimated, approximately :

Total number of cars manufacturedto
which electrical starting and lighting
equipments are applied
Total number of all cars producedIn
the United States the last calendar
»611,695
year
Approximate total value at dealers'
•$380,000,000
prices
Approximateaveragedealers' value per
car
»$621.50

670,000tons of fabricated steel,
4,020tons of aluminum and alloy,
2,141tons manufactured brass.
1.U68tons of curled hair,
2,050tons of moss,
67.232hides (one-third hide per car),
Total value of the electrical equipment $10,354,570 3,280,000square yards Imitation leather (8 yards
per car),
$917,542in upholstering fittings, such as cord,
There has been a great deal of talk
tape, buttons, snaps and similar trim
mings,
among uninformed people as to the insta
burlap, etc.,
6,560,000
yards
manufacturing
bility of the automobile
11,405,250
yards of top materials and linings, value,
approximately,$2,447,780,
business and of the drain on the resources
7,950tons manufactured cotton, used In the
of the people that the purchase and use
carcass of automobile tires (on new
cars only),
of an automobile represents.
300.000pounds sheet celluloid,
9.338 tons rubber and compound,
2.446,780pairs of hinges,
•Including Ford cars, 350,000,$136,500,000.

2,446,780door catch fltllngs.
489,356square yards carpel for tonneau,
642,908square yards linoleum fur running boards
and toe boards,
8,450,850board feet manufactured hickory and
other woodfor floors, top bows, wheels,
body frames, running boards, etc.

All these materials have to be and are
largely fabricated by manufacturers who
concerns,
and a
the automobile
will show the
moments'
reflection
enormous army of workers employed in
putting this material into usable shape.
supply
few

In the starting, lighting and ignition
industry alone are employed to-day be
nine and ten thousand people, and
we stop to consider the other ma
terials that are used by them in making
their part of the car — such as lead, in
the storage batteries, iron oxide, rubber,

tween
when

aluminum and copper wire, magnalium,
platinum, etc. — one will soon see how
many different branches of industry are
affected by the automobile business.
And
we have not begun to consider the mil
lions of gallons of gasoline that are being
distilled or the great quantities of lubri
cating oils and greases, paint and var
nish,

putty,

etc.

